Top Challenge

Government
Contractor
Uses UKG
Product Suite to
Optimize People
Information
Management

In 2020, J&J Worldwide looked to UKG for an
integrated time solution, and chose UKG Ready
(formerly Kronos Workforce Ready).

Solutions
When Ready was activated, a tab became available in
Pro to let the company quickly add employees to time
and scheduling.
HR can select an employee, and then enter schedule
information, holiday eligibility, and employee role.
UKG Ready app was set up to enable employees to do
everything they could do at a computer, remotely.

Results

Key Benefits
•

The combination of UKG Pro and UKG
Ready in one platform is creating
synergies that drive the business forward

•

The addition of UKG’s expertise in time
and scheduling has been seamless from a
technology standpoint

•

The UKG Ready app is empowering for
the significant number of employees who
work in the field and can’t log in at a desk

Through contracts awarded by the U.S.
federal government, J&J Worldwide
is tasked with providing healthcareenvironmental services, construction
management, and operations and
maintenance services to military bases
around the globe. A UKG customer since
2013, the company achieved breakthrough
success using UKG Pro (formerly UltiPro)
to monitor and track fringe benefits in
accordance with federal law.

UKG Pro’s recruiting and onboarding functionality
enable HR information to flow electronically through
the solution, saving the company substantial time
and energy.

Employees: 2,000
Industry: Professional Services

“UKG Ready has been great, and it is integrated with UKG Pro.”

UKG support and service have been consistent with
the world-class partnership the company has enjoyed
since 2013.

Loren Seaman, benefits administrator

Results
Challenges
In 2020, J&J Worldwide looked to UKG for an integrated time solution, and
chose UKG Ready (formerly Kronos Workforce Ready).

Solutions
“UKG Ready has been great, and it is integrated with UKG Pro,” said Loren
Seaman, benefits administrator for J&J Worldwide. “When we activated Ready,
a tab became available in Pro that lets us quickly add employees to time and
scheduling. HR can select an employee, and then enter schedule information,
holiday eligibility, and employee role. With a single input, everything we need is
available in Ready, and managers can see their employees in Ready.”

According to Seaman, the combination of UKG Pro and UKG Ready in one platform
is creating synergies that drive the business forward.
“We are experiencing significant growth due to the demand for healthcareenvironmental services during the pandemic,” said Seaman. “UKG Pro’s recruiting
and onboarding functionality enable HR information to flow electronically
through our solution, saving us substantial time and energy. The addition of
UKG’s expertise in time and scheduling has been seamless from a technology
standpoint, and support and service have been consistent with the world-class
partnership we have enjoyed since 2013.”

Seaman reported that the company’s employees, already accustomed to the
convenience of the UKG Pro mobile app, are also taking advantage of the UKG
Ready app to complete timesheets and request time off.
“We set up the UKG Ready app to enable employees to do everything they
could do at a computer, remotely.” said Seaman. “This quick and easy access is
especially empowering for the significant number of employees who work in the
field and can’t log in at a desk.”
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